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Libra Horoscope 

   General description: The Sun transits from Libra from September 

23 to October 23. 

The Libra-born love to be surrounded by people and communicate with them. Tactful 

and diplomatic, the Libra always try to know others better, to make a fair argument 

and to maintain peace and harmony. These balanced and charming individuals are 

quite easygoing and calm. Indecisiveness is their major drawback because of which 

cause delays and miss out on lucrative opportunities. They are also often accused of 

being lazy. 

 

Element - Air  

Quality - Cardinal (= activity) 

Characteristics: Airy, cardinal, masculine, positive, humane 

Ruling planet: Venus 

Detriment: Mars 

Exaltation: Saturn 

Fall: Sunday 

Symbol: the Scales 

The Symbol denotes: Harmony, justice and a balanced disposition 

Birthstone - Jade, sapphire, turquoise, quartz and white marble  

Birth Colours - Blue, jade green 

Other lucky colours–  Pink, shades of blue, and 

pale and light green 

Lucky Day - Friday  

Associated Flowers and Plants - Hydrangeas, 

large roses, lilies, violets, all blue flowers 

Quality most needed for balance–  A sense of 

self, self-reliance, independence 

Deepest need - Love, romance, social harmony 



Compatible Signs - Gemini, Aquarius 

Best sign/s for marriage and/or partnerships – Aries 

Noteworthy qualities: Thoughtful, impartial, unprejudiced, just, graceful, modest, 

adaptable, persuasive, affectionate, cheerful, sympathetic, generous, tactful, balanced. 

Undesirable personality traits: Indecisive, extremist, reckless, hasty, susceptible, aloof, 

impressionable, punctilious 

 

Libra Men  Warm, loving and compassionate, the Libra men are some of 

the most romantic and charming men of the Zodiac. Besides, they are 

usually graceful and athletic and often manage leave a lasting impression 

on the other person’s mind. Read on to find out how the men born under the Zodiac 

Sign Libra are and what are their usual personality traits. 

As the Scales, the symbol of the Sign, suggest, the Libra men seek balance and 

harmony in life, and have a deep sense of loyalty, justice and fairness. Hence, they 

often take up causes to help people and better their surroundings. They also expect 

their near and dear ones to do the same and be supportive. 

 

Libra Women 

     The Libra females are charming and have two distinct sides of their 

personalities and it is very likely that the both sides will show up, in all 

probabilities right at the same time, considering the fact that maintaining balance is a 

constant inner struggle that a Libra native cannot get rid of. There are also various 

other characteristics of the Libra women. Let’s quickly go through them. 

 

Delightfully elegant and attractive, the Libra 

women are aware of their strengths as well as 

weaknesses. These intelligent and courteous 

women are never over-the-top and can smooth 

the situation with their trademark diplomacy. 

Not many can resist their charm. 



Lovers of luxurious surroundings and comforts of life, the Libra women love to flirt 

but their flirtatious nature is often harmless. Commitment is what they are actually 

looking for. When in a relationship, the Libra women will neither seek to dominate nor 

will they be dominated as they believe in equality and sharing the responsibilities. 

Their life partners will always get the respect they deserve. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

THE MOST FAMOUS PEOPLE OF LIBRA 
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